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Job Description – Data Analyst 

 
Reporting to : Operation Head   
 
About CAI Store  
The CAI Store was launched in 2015 with the sole purpose of providing fashionable and modest footwear 
that is manufactured without the use of leather, with contemporary styles and a compassionate virtue 
warrantying the tagline - “handmade with love.” Remaining true to their homegrown and bespoke 
sensibilities, the CAI store offers customization keeping in mind the eclectic tastes of the clientele. CAI 
believes in prioritizing customer satisfaction to create fashion-forward styles with impeccable quality. 
 
To become a household name in the entire country, by having Cai on every woman's feet. To grow 10 fold in 
the next 2 years by being present in a big way online and offline. Introducing new categories to broaden our 
horizon and portfolio. To be the leader in our own space and category. 
 
Website: https://thecaistore.com/ 
Insta handle: https://www.instagram.com/thecaistore/?hl=en  
 
We are looking for a passionate certified Data Analyst. The successful candidate will turn data into 
information, information into insight and insight into business decisions. 
 
Roles & Responsibilities :   

- Using automated tools to extract data from primary and secondary sources 

- Developing and maintaining databases, data systems – reorganizing data in a readable format 

- Performing analysis to assess quality and meaning of data 

- Filter Data by reviewing reports and performance indicators to identify and correct code problems 

- Using statistical tools to identify, analyze, and interpret patterns and trends in complex data sets 

that could be helpful for the diagnosis and prediction 

- Assigning numerical value to essential business functions so that business performance can be 

assessed and compared over periods of time. 

- Analyzing local, national, and global trends that impact both the organization and the industry 

- Preparing reports for the management stating trends, patterns, and predictions using relevant data 

- Preparing final analysis reports for the stakeholders to understand the data-analysis steps, enabling 

them to take important decisions based on various facts and trends. 
 
 
 
 

https://thecaistore.com/
https://www.instagram.com/thecaistore/?hl=en
https://www.simplilearn.com/what-is-data-management-article


Requirements and Skills : 
 

- 1 to 3 years of work experience in data analysis 

- Expertise in statistics 

- Strong analytical skills with the ability to collect, organize, analyze, and disseminate significant 
amounts of information with attention to detail and accuracy 

- Knowledge of programming languages like SQL, Oracle, R, MATLAB, and Python 

Qualification : 

- B.Tech from Tier 1 & Tier 2 Institute in Mathematics/ Economics/ Computer Science / 
Information Management/Statistics  

 
Location : Lower Parel, Mumbai  
 

https://resources.workable.com/analytical-skills-interview-questions
https://www.simplilearn.com/evolution-of-programming-languages-article

